Faculty and Teaching Staff

Keeril Makan, PhD  
Michael Koerner (1949) Professor in Music Composition  
Professor of Music  
Head, Music and Theater Arts

Professors

Peter B. Child, PhD  
Class of 1949 Professor  
Professor of Music  
(On leave, spring)

Claire Conceison, PhD  
Quanta Professorship in Chinese Culture  
Professor of Theater Arts

Jay R. Schelb, MFA  
Class of 1949 Professor  
Professor of Theater Arts

Janet Sonenberg, MFA  
Professor of Theater Arts  
(On leave, fall)

Marcus A. Thompson, DMA  
Institute Professor  
Professor of Music

Evan Ziporyn, PhD  
Kenan Sahin (1963) Distinguished Professor  
Professor of Music

Assistant Professors  

Natalie Lin Douglas, DMA  
Assistant Professor of Music  
(On leave, spring)

Professors of the Practice

Eran Egozy, SM  
Professor of the Practice of Music  
(On leave, fall)

Senior Lecturers

Anna C. Kohler  
Senior Lecturer in Theater Arts  
(On leave, spring)

Martin Marks, PhD  
Senior Lecturer in Music  
(On leave, spring)

Teresa Neff, PhD  
Senior Lecturer in Music

Charles Shadle, PhD  
Senior Lecturer in Music

Kenneth Urban, PhD  
Senior Lecturer in Theater Arts

Associate Professors

Charlotte L. Brathwaite, MFA  
Associate Professor of Theater Arts  
(On leave)

Sara L. Brown, MFA  
Class of 1957 Career Development Professor  
Associate Professor of Theater Arts

Michael S. Cuthbert, PhD  
Associate Professor of Music  
(On leave, fall)

Emily Richmond Pollock, PhD  
Associate Professor of Music

Patricia J. Tang, PhD  
Associate Professor of Music  
(On leave, spring)

Associate Professors

Leslie Tilley, PhD  
Class of 1958 Career Development Professor  
Associate Professor of Music

Leslie Tilley, PhD  
Class of 1958 Career Development Professor  
Associate Professor of Music

Assistant Professors

Natalie Lin Douglas, DMA  
Assistant Professor of Music  
(On leave, spring)

Professors of the Practice

Eran Egozy, SM  
Professor of the Practice of Music  
(On leave, fall)

Senior Lecturers

Anna C. Kohler  
Senior Lecturer in Theater Arts  
(On leave, spring)

Martin Marks, PhD  
Senior Lecturer in Music  
(On leave, spring)

Teresa Neff, PhD  
Senior Lecturer in Music

Charles Shadle, PhD  
Senior Lecturer in Music

Kenneth Urban, PhD  
Senior Lecturer in Theater Arts

Associate Professors

Charlotte L. Brathwaite, MFA  
Associate Professor of Theater Arts  
(On leave)

Sara L. Brown, MFA  
Class of 1957 Career Development Professor  
Associate Professor of Theater Arts

Michael S. Cuthbert, PhD  
Associate Professor of Music  
(On leave, fall)

Emily Richmond Pollock, PhD  
Associate Professor of Music

Patricia J. Tang, PhD  
Associate Professor of Music  
(On leave, spring)
Peter Whincop, MA
Lecturer in Music

Technical Instructors
Sophie Ancival, MBA
Technical Instructor in Theater Arts

Christian Frederickson, MM
Technical Instructor in Theater Arts

Joshua Higgason, BA
Technical Instructor in Theater Arts

Professors Emeriti
Jeanne Shapiro Bamberger, MA
Professor Emerita of Music

Alan Brody, PhD
Professor Emeritus of Theater Arts

John H. Harbison, MFA
Institute Professor Emeritus
Professor Emeritus of Music

Ellen T. Harris, PhD
Professor Emerita of Music

Lowell Edwin Lindgren, PhD
Professor Emeritus of Music

Barry Lloyd Vercoe, DMA
Professor Emeritus of Media Arts and Sciences
Professor Emeritus of Music